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Background Checks for the Manufacturing Industry

The manufacturing industry employed more than 12 million workers in 2021,
according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. These manufacturers face
the same challenges as any other industry when trying to ensure they hire
the best person for the job. Background checks help with these challenges.

Background checks are an essential part of hiring the best candidate in the
manufacturing industry for the executive suite and the factory floor.
Manufacturers want background checks that meet the needs of each
position while complying with federal, state, and local screening laws. 

Manufacturing industry workers may need to operate complex equipment or
lift heavy objects. An unqualified worker who attempts these tasks could
create a dangerous work environment. Background checks are crucial to
hiring qualified people who respect and follow essential safety standards. 

While maintaining a reliable and trustworthy workforce is vital to the success
of any business, it is especially important in the manufacturing industry since
one "bad hire" can potentially destroy expensive machinery, damage quality
assurance, create product delays, and even cause injury or death.
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Social Security Number (SSN) Traces
County, State & National Criminal Record Searches
Sex Offender Registry Searches
Education/Employment Verifications
Drug Screening
Credit Check (if applicable)
License/Credential Checks (if applicable)
Occupational Health Screening (if applicable)

Features and Benefits of Background Checks for the Manufacturing Industry

A 2021 survey by the Professional Background Screening Association (PBSA)
revealed that nine out of ten organizations in the United States conducted
background checks on job candidates. A background check may feature: 

The benefits of background checks are many and include a reduction of costs
related to "bad hires," enhanced quality of job applicants, reduced retention
liability, and reduction of workplace violence. Conducting background checks
allows employers in the manufacturing industry to hire the best workers.

The manufacturing industry is involved in all that our country produces and
manufacturing workers handle the most in-demand items in our society
including appliances, beverages, food, electronics, and metals. Background
checks help create a safe workplace for employers, employees, and the public.
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ClearStar Helps the Manufacturing Industry with Background Checks

ClearStar’s expertise and experience help the manufacturing industry achieve
compliance requirements through a comprehensive system that affirms the
truth about job candidates. Employers make informed decisions that are safe,
secure, and meet the highest standards for integrity in background screening.

ClearStar can help the manufacturing industry mitigate risk, reduce liability,
ensure worker safety, and protect the public. ClearStar’s Manufacturing
Background Checks offer innovative screening solutions for advanced
industries. To learn more, visit www.clearstar.net/manufacturing-technology/.

ClearStar’s solutions include ClearID for on-the-spot identification validation to
make hiring literally a “snap,” ClearMD to streamline the drug and clinical test
ordering process, and ScreenMeNow to verify candidates quickly with e-
signature consent from mobile devices. To learn more, visit www.clearstar.net.
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